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About This Game

Osteya - the city which once was home to many people over the centuries.
According to historians, there is a legend that Osteya stuck in time between worlds.

Here is a story of Seed, a traveler and adventurer,
who was one of the heroes involved in the fate of the dream city - Osteya.

Osteya - 2D Indie Pixel Art Platformer.

- 40 Levels
- Game for All Family

- Amazing Music and Sounds
- Incredible Graphics

- Spellbinding and Challenging Gameplay
- Innovational teleport thought walls and time

- Dangerous Enemies
- Hardcore levels

- More levels coming soon!
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This game, as all the other hacker evolution games, has such a slim margin of error that even getting through the tutorial in one
piece will test your threshold for handling frustration.

The hacker evolution games have a strong foundational concept, and solid UI, but the game suffers from arbitrary limitations
(like the amount of times that you can use any computer as a hop point.)

Typically, I like to give games the benefit of the doubt. Try it out if it's on sale, I usually say, but there's no point in putting
down any amount of money for such a frustrating game such as any installment of the hacker evolution series.. Don't usually
write reviews, felt compelled to! Great game. Amazing story! Visuals to die for. I cannot wait for more!

A little on the short side, atm, but for a few dollars I think it's well worth the buy.

Music's amazing. Plot's fantastic. Can't wait for the rest please make it soon!. game isn't loading n not letting me play someone
plz help me
. Unfortunetly, I am going to have to not reccomend this software. It is way too outdated, needlessly complicated and lacks any
resources in the RTP.
HOWEVER, as an avid user, I HIGHLY recommend VXAce over any other software. Its much neater, faster and vastly
superior to this.
RPGMaker2k3 = No.
RPGMaker VXAce = Yes.
Compared to ACE, this is like going from baseball to stickball.

EDIT: I have deleted (and will continue to do so) all 4 comments since they are nothing but name calling for giving this a
negative review.. i think the developer left. Game could've been better in every aspect. Should be played only if you're
desperately looking for sokoban game.. Pyre soundtrack is 2hrs of Darreny goodness with a few vocals by Ashley. Another great
soundtrack from these two. This might be the best text based game on Steam.

And I can say that about the Early Access version. Other than a few crashes at the end of a turn and some minor typos, there is
nothing to hate about this game. Since you can just save before ending a turn, and that's probably one of the best times to save
anyway, the crashes are only a minor inconvenience once you know about them.

The setting is great. There's very little direct story, but you can find snippets of lore and background everywhere if you look
around. There are plenty of books in various places, with topics ranging from military strategy to history to fiction. More areas
and characters are added each update, and all of them add something to the world.

The gameplay itself is pretty basic on the surface. Each unit has a power value, and the bigger power value in a battle usually
wins. Diplomacy is on a numerical scale and is mostly superficial - war, peace, gifts. But as you play, you begin to find things
that change the dynamics. I won't describe them in detail, because part of the charm of the game is in the exploration and
learning new things at the game's pace.

After initially seeing the mechanics, I expected to be done with this one in half an hour. Instead, after four hours, I feel like I
haven't even scratched the surface and I already want to do multiple playthroughs.

You can conquer the continent. You can negotiate peace with the other empires and become an explorer. You can become a real
estate baron and make your money from combat arenas and taverns. Or you can sit in your throne room for hours judging the
travelling bards who come by and play songs for your amusement. And all of those things are fun.
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Great puzzler for 1 dollar.. Pacify is a great game to play if you have friends and have three or more hours to kill. it has amazing
gameplay for such a cheap game, but it being so inexpensive comes with prices.

Once you figure out what you have to do the game becomes not scary and a little tedious. surprisingly it doesn't ever get boring
even after you die so many times.

9.5/10 just because it should be longer. Diabolical is an interesting game. The first time i played i found it very amusing. The
reason i can't recomend it is because the game makes you think that your choices matter when they really don't. In all "Choice
of Games" games there is a certain level of railroading, in some instances it's almost unnoticable and not to much of a problem.
However in Diabolical it goes way too far.
Now i will be discussing some SPOILERS from this point onwards so read at your own risk.

Most main character will survive untill the final act no matter what you do, making your choice irrelevant. There's a chapter in
which your character has the option to kill another character, Even if you choose to kill him, you won't since your character got
a change of heart suddenly. the worst offender is the ending, now i won't go into too much spoilers but let's just say that what
ending you get is dependant only on your last choice, a.k.a. no choice up untill this one matters. And there are a lot of options
for the ending so you better be reay to replay the game at leadt 8 times to get them all, even though you already know how
everything will turn out regardless of your choices.

And i know some will point out i have a load of time but that was just replaying so i can get all achievements.

All in all i can't really recomend a choose your own adventure in which your choices don't matter.. Follow my curator page for
more reviews like this at Phenix Emporium

Provided the developers work to improve the movement mechanics a bit (in ways I'll mention below) as well as add in a settings
menu with at the very least audio options, then I can recommend this game.

At its core Dawn of the Celestialpod is physics-based platformer, you play as a space squid that evolved from a starfish and has
escaped its alien captors only to turn back around and invade those same alien spaceships in an attempt to free your space
starfish brethren. When you evolved you acquired two long tentacles, you launch these tentacles out to move by grappling onto
the environment as well as using them to interact with it which in theory is a pretty interesting mechanic and in practice almost
works, unfortunately given two specific issues you don't feel in control of your squid many times especially when you are in a
time crunch and being rushed as each time you rescue a starfish the alien spaceship starts a self-destruct timer and you must
escape.

The two issues with the movement system are fairly big ones, one is the physics, now I understand that you are in space and all
that, but your squid is just too floaty and keeps too much momentum as well as having far too much bounce off of obstacles, it
makes trying to maneuver in the small spaces of the alien ships very difficult, the level design often calls for precision but the
physics and controls lack that. Speaking of the controls, when you fire out a tentacle it seems to fire from where it currently is,
so basically if you were trying to get through a small gap in a wall, you initially fire your tentacle in order to pull yourself
towards the wall, then you try firing again to get through the small space and that tentacle just hits the wall again, and since they
are constantly trailing behind you and take a bit to return even relatively close to your body, it is a bit of a mess. Now with that
said, you could certainly work around these constraints and learn to play with them just fine if the levels didn't take place in
small spaces and physics wasn't so floaty and bouncy. Both these issues combined make for an unnecessarily difficult time
trying to just maneuver around the place.

The other issue that very much needs to be worked on is adding a settings menu at the very least with audio support as well as
toning down the initial opening audio volume, it is very loud (rip headphone users). Also while the game does indeed support
keyboard\/mouse and gamepads it does not allow you to hotswap them, so if you start up the game with a controller plugged in,
you cannot use the keyboard unless you close the game, unplug the controller, and then start the game back up, and vice-versa,
so that would certainly be a very helpful, at the very least just having a switch in the settings menu (provided one gets added)
that let you manually decide which you wanted to use.

If this game receives the support and updates that it very much needs, then this could be a really fun and unique physics-
platformer, I very much hope it does as I would certainly enjoy seeing what the rest of the game has to offer.. This route is very
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detailed and the stations are well designed and look realistic, the class 143 driving physics are great and give the user a good
impression of the train. Overall very enjoyable route to drive, and some what a challege to drive with large drops in speed. So as
you can imagine driving the route without the HUD is quite difficult. I have to admit I've over run stations alot when praticing
driving the route. The seaside is very realistic having been to Devon before and seen it. However, the only draw back is the
waves travelling through the whole route are very basic and not well modelled, you will see this in areas such as Starcross
station.. i love losing
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